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ABSTRACT

A speed control system for a brushless Hall effect device equipped direct current (DC ) motor in which
separate windings of the motor are powered by separate speed responsive power sources and in which a
change in speed, upward or downward, because of the
failure of a component of one of the power sources results in a corrective signal being generated in the other
power source to supply an appropriate power level and
polarity to one winding to cause the motor to be corrected in speed
6 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures
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REDUNDANT SPEED CONTROL FOR BRUSHLESS
HALL EFFECT MOTOR

to minimize the effect of a failure of the speed error signal in the reverse current direction
In the event that there occurs a component failure in
Qne of the contro| channels such ^
a zefo mput Qr

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by an em- 5 maximum forward speed input is undesirably applied to
ployee of the United States and may be manufactured
one of the windings of the motor, the other control
and used by or for the Government of the United States
channel will provide an appropriate decreased or reof America for governmental purposes without the payversed input to the other winding and cause the speed
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor.
to be maintained In the event that there is a circuit fail10 ure in one of the control channels which produces a
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
fau)ty slgnal which tends to apply ^ Undesired large or
This invention relates to systems for the control of
maximum reverse current to one of the Hall effect dethe speed of electrical motors and particularly to an imvices and thus an undesired large or maximum reverse
proved system for the control of the speed of Hall eftorque to the motor, this is sensed by the reverse curfeet device equipped brushless D C motors
' 5 rent shutoff circuit and the faulty signal is reduced to
a small insignificant value permitting the other channel
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART
to sufficiently compensate to correct or maintain a deConventional direct current motors require commusired motor speed
tators to supply currents to motor armature windings in
BR,EF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
the correct, and periodically reversible, polarities to
FIG
l IS
maintain torque on the armature of the motor Such
™ electrical block diagram illustrating the
commutation is typically provided by means of a wearsystem of the invention
FIG 2 1S m
ing contact between a copper commutator and carbon
electrical schematic diagram illustrating
brushes This arrangement suffers the disadvantages ^ certain details of the invention
that brushes must be periodically replaced and undeDESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
sired sparking between brushes and the commutator
EMBODIMENT
frequently occurs In an effort to overcome these disad!
vantages it has been previously proposed that commu•""frates ^ invention in block form and
IG 2
tation be achieved by the use of Hall effect devices 3„ fef mn toProvldes details °f the clrcultrv emPloyed Rewhich under the influence of a permanent magnet rotor ° , 8 the drawings, this invention encompasses two
cause the direcUon of motor winding current supplied
'^ntical and redundant, control systems 10 and 12,
one
Ot
through them to periodically change in accordance
?*&£"* ^W erJ° ,W'nd'"f 14 ™d
^ !°
Wlndin
with L torque required of the wmdlngs for a particu8 »6 °f Hal1 *ffect brushles!| D C mo'°r "• '"
i
.
*.u
. e i.
. j
view of the identity between control systems 10 and 12,
lar orientation of the rotor Such an arrangement is de- oc
. .,„
n •_ j
u j - j i . .
•u j in Manteuffel
»i . «• i et. ali ii
c Pat
D . No
HI 3,165,685
i i,cc *oc
only control
Like
scribed
US
.
j system 10 will
. rbe.udescnbed
.1 in detail•_
„,
. i r .L
j enr*
.
** j
circuits and components of the control systems bear
The control of the speed
of D C motors commutated
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, K.
. IJL
" k e numerals with major
functional circuits a n d comJ
by Hall effect devices hasuheretofore involved the
^ rf ^^
tem ,2
further identified
rather straightforward
technique
of obtaining a speed
.. ..
,
5
.n
,
, .
with the subscript a
responsive signal from a tachometer driven by the mo- 40 s
d sensor £0, an A C generator, ,s mechanically
tor, comparing the output of the tachometer with a seM tQ
maamt
et armature Qr rotf)r 22 o»
lected reference voltage representative of a desired
„, ou
motor ,„ ^
A
des m A c
of
speed, and then using the difference or error signal to
^ whlcn yanes m am ]ltude and frequen
d
control the power fed to all windings of the motor
dlrect,y proportlonal to the speed of rotor 22. This
While for many applications this system of control is 45 speed SIgna, Ig fcd ,o comparator 24 where it „ ad t.
adequate it has been found that where extreme rehabilable m m^ltudK by means of potentiometer 26 (FIG
ity is required that system component failures remain
2) and is fed through rectifier 28 to impress positive
a problem Such failures can produce either too large
ha]f wave pu]ses on capacitor 30 wlth respect to comor too small control signals, or produce error signals of
mon ground 32. Capacitor 30 integrates or smooths the
the wrong polarity, causing the speed of the controlled 50 posltive pulses and pl.ovldes a pos,tive D.C input
motor to substantially deviate from a desired speed
through resistor 34 to the inverting input of differential
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
amplifier 36. The non-inverting input of differential
amplifier 36 is connected through rectifier 38 to a posiAccordmgly, it is an object of the present invention
tlve terminal of adjustable D.C reference voltage
to provide a motor control system for Hall effect device 53 source 40 which produces a selected voltage, or demotors with improved reliability.
mand signal, representative of desired motor speed
The motor speed control system of this invention enRectifier 38, which is identical to rectifier 28, provides
compasses separate control and power drive systems,
an equalizing temperature-sensitive impedance with
or control channels, for each of two windings of a Hall
respect to rectifier 28 to maintain circuit balance deeffect motor. Each control system includes a comparaspite changes in impedance caused by variations in entor in which the actual speed signal from a tachometer
vironmental temperature
is compared with a desired speed signal to produce a
Differential amplifier 36 and the circuitry directly
speed error signal, a bi-directional complementary circonnected to it, making up comparator 24, function to
cuit buffer amplifier for amplifying the resulting speed „ compare the the amplitude of the speed signal and the
signal through which the error signal is fed to the Hall
reference, or demand signal When the speed signal is
effect device providing reverse-current of power for
less than the demand signal, which will be the case
one of the windings, and a reverse-cnne shutoff circuit
when motor 18 is initially started and until it reaches a
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desired speed, as represented by the demand signal, the
volts and 12 volts and thus there is a voltage on Zener
output of differential amplifier 36 and comparator 24
diode 62 in excess of the breakdown voltage of 7 volts,
will be positive In the event that the motor speed extransistor 60 will be turned full on and the voltage
ceeds a desired speed, indicated by the speed signal
across the Hall effect device in circuit with it will be rebeing greater than the demand signal, the output of dif- 5 duced to substantially zero This will then enable the
ferential amplifier 36 and comparator 24 will be negaother channel to provide a small positive compensating
twe
output to maintain the speed of motor 18 to the reThe output of comparator 24 (FIG. 2) is fed to the
quired speed
base inputs of PNP and NPN complementary transisThe output voltage of Hall effect device 50 is suptors 42 and 44, respectively, making up buffer amplifier 10 plied through resistors 64 and 66 of summing circuit 68
46. These transistors are conventionally connected to
to the inputs of differential amplifier 70 of power cona power supply, not shown, which provides plus and
trol 72.
minus polarities with respect to common ground 32.
Power control 72 provides a control power input to
The emitter connected output of buffer amplifier 46 is
winding 14 of motor 18 of a magnitude and polarity deconnected through gain setting circuit 48 across a con- 15 termmed by comparator 24 and the sinusoidal magtrol circuit input of Hall effective device 50 of motor
netic field applied to Hall effect device 50 by rotor 22
18. Gain setting circuit 48 consists of resistor 51 in par(FIG 1) The current demand input of differential amallel with resistor 52 and diode 54 which are in series
phfier 70, fed from Hall effect device 50, is algebraWith the diode polarity as shown, and in the event of
ically summed by summing circuit 68 with voltages
a negative output on the emitters of transistors 42 and 20 across resistors 72 and 74 indicative of actual current
44 of buffer amplifier 46, the current flow through Hall flow through winding 14 as obtained across resistors 76
effect device 50 would be greater than where there is
and 78 in series with winding 14. The resulting net
a like value of positive voltage on the emitters of traninput to differential amplifier 70 is representative of the
sistors 42 and 44. The purpose of this difference will be
difference between the summed inputs The output of
explained below
25 differential amplifier 70 is applied to pulse-width modThe output of buffer amplifier 46 is coupled through
ulator 80 which provides a train of constant amplitude
resistor 56 to the inverting input of differential amplipulses out of output 81 or out of output 83 depending
fier 36 to provide a negative feedback path around
on the polarity of the output of amplifier 70. The pulses
buffer amplifier 46 and differential amplifier 36 to regvary in width directly with the magnitude of the output
ulate gain and improve the response of both of these 30 of differential amplifier 70. Pulse-width modulator 80
amplifiers The output of buffer amplifier 46 may be
is generally of the type described in U S Pat No
considered as being coupled to Hall effect device 50
3,523,228.
through failure sensitive switch 58 which functions to
The output of pulse-width modulator 80 is applied to
substantially remove any input to Hall effect device 50
switch control 82 or switch control 84 which control
in the event that it senses an abnormally high negative, 35 switching of transistors 86 and 90 or 88 and 92, respecreverse, input to Hall effect device 50. Failure sensitive
lively, of bridge switching circuit 94 which controls the
switch 58 employs transistor 60, the emitter-collector flow of current from a positive supply terminal 96
terminals of which are connected across Hall effect dethrough winding 14 to ground in a direction detervice 50 and the base input of which is connected
mined by the polarity of output of differential amplifier
through 7 volt Zener diode 62 to the output of buffer
70. With a zero input, switch control 82 applies an
amplifier 46. Zener diode 62 and current limiting rests"on" signal to transistor 90 and an "off" signal to trantor 61 causes transistor 60, a PNP type, to be energized
sistor 86 and switch control 84 applies an "on" signal
only in the event that the output of buffer amplifier 46
to transistor 92 and an "off' signal to transistor 88.
should become negative and of a magnitude of at least
With a positive pulse input, switch control 82 applies
seven volts, the breakdown voltage of Zener diode 62.
an "off signal" to transistor 90 and an "on" signal to
Assume, for example, that the supply voltages to
transistor 86. Switch control 84 is not operated when
transistors 42 and 44 are both 12 volts, positive and
switch control 82 is being operated Thus a positive
negative, respectively, and that the value of resistors 51
output from summing amplifier 70 produces a pulse
and 52 are of equal value Thus with transistor 42 "on"
tram out of output 83, of pulse-width modulator 80
and transistor 44 "off' and a positive output voltage
which operates switch control 82 causing current to
from buffer amplifier 46, the resulting current flow to flow from left to right through winding 14. Similarly a
Hall effect device 50 would be half that if the opposite
negative output from summing amplifier 70 produces
were the case In other words the same magnitude of
a pulse train out of output 81 of pulse-width modulator
current flow to Hall effect device 50 would be obtained
80 which operates switch control 84 and causes current
with transistor 42 "full on" providing a full 12 volt outto flow from right to left in winding 14. By virtue of the
put as with transistor 44 only half on providing a 6 volt
periodic reversal of output or commutation by Hall efoutput Hence, in the reverse torque mode, with a negfeet devices 50, a continuous torque independent of
ative output, the control effect or torque gain of the
rotor position is effectively applied in a desired direcsystem on motor 18 is substantially greater Zener 6Q tion to effect rotation of rotor 22. Diodes 98 and 100,
diode 62 is then chosen to have a value just in excess
connected across the collector-emitter circuits of tranof 6 volts or 7 volts Now if due to a circuit failure a full
sistors 90 and 92 permit current flow through winding
positive value of 12 volts appears at the output of one
14 between pulses when transistors 86 and 88 are both
of buffer amplifiers 46 or 46a, the other can fully comturned off to thus produce an essentially continuous
pensate by providing a negative 6 volt output On the 6J winding current flow from the applied variable width
other hand if due to a circuit failure in one of the buffer
current pulses from the power source This charactensamphfiers or the preceding circuitry, the output voltage
tic is produced by the naturally inductive effect of
should go to a negative voltage of 12, or between 7
winding 14. The winding current then is sinusoidal with
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amplitude and phase controlled by the sinusoidal output of Hall effect device 50. Identical power control
72a functions in the same manner to apply power to
winding 16 of motor 18.

6

are of the proper ratio, will result in peak currents of
10 amps in windings 14 and 16.
As rotor 22 commences to rotate a counter E M F
is developed in the windings which tends to reduce
5 winding current to less than 10 amps, and thus create
OPERATION
less torque This reduction in current reduces the voltIn describing the operation of the illustrated system,
age across resistors 76 and 760 and 78 and 78a and thus
except where necessary and convenient to refer to
reduces the feedback voltage, causing the net input sigcomponents of both control systems 10 and 12, only
nal on differential amplifiers 70 and 70a to increase
control system 10 will be referred to It, of course, is to 10 until the desired peak current of 10 amps, and thus the
be understood that the operation of control system 12
desired torque, are restored This, of course, occurs alls identical Assume initially that rotor 12 of motor 18
most instantaneously
In
is at rest Reference voltage source 40 would be adth|s manner the speed of rotor 22 and its mertial
load are
justed to provide an output corresponding to a desired
increased by the application of a relatively
speed from motor 18. Variable speed resistor 26 would l5 constant torque until the desired speed, as determined
b the
be set to provide the same voltage at the desired speed
y
settings of reference voltage sources 40 and 40a,
ls reac
as source 40.
hed As the speed nears the desired speed and
thus
With a zero output from speed sensor 20 there would
*« outPut of sPeed sensors 20 and 20a approach
the
be apphed to differential amplifier 36 only a nonvoltages of reference sources or inputs 40 and 40a
inverting terminal input and thus there would be pro- 20 comparators 24 and 24a provide smaller output volta es
vided a positive output from differential amplifier 24.
« T*16*5 "> lurn cause smaller voltages to be aPPlled
bv Hal1 effect devices 50 and S0a to d
Th1S positive output would be appl.ed to the base input
'fferential ampliof buffer amplifier 46 turning transistor 42 on and Iran- fiers 70 and 70fl md thus cause the Pulse wldth of
sistor 44 off and thus prov.dmg a pos,t,ve output which ,. Pulses of P^se-width modulators 80 and 80a to dewould cause a current to flow ,n a forward direction, 25 "ease in width to decrease the commanded currents
a
left to right, through res.stor 51 and Hall effect device
PPlled to windlnf* 14J*"d 16' A ' the des'rfd »P?eduthe
50 to ground Zener diode 62 although being forwardly
reference inputs 40 and 40a and the speed feedback ,nb,ased would have no effect because the base of PNP
P"* to *H««««I amplifiers 36 and 36a will be nearly
transistor 60 would have a reverse mput bias and thus 30 balanced ™e sma" erro' s'8nal developed by the d,f, .
. . _„
.
ference in these two signals
drives the outputs of ampli6
F
failure sensor switch 58 remains open or inoperative
_ ,,
, ,, .
.
. . . .
.
T,.
. . ..
... „ ,, , .
_„
tiers 36 and 36a to magnitudes which will maintain the
The output voltage of Hall effect device 50 is propor,
,?_,,.,.
_,
i. .v
.n
.u
u .L j
Ji »i.
current in windings 14 and 16 required to overcome
tional to the
flowing* through the
»u fnctional
*• .
i torques
.
u
i ./ by
•_ the
L • _, . j
_ current
,
, device
. and the
the
being
applied
load A demagneticfluxfrom rotor 22 passing through it
„ ^ ™CTease\n ,oad to
,s
crease m
d ^^
Depending upon the position of rotor 22 and thus the 35 ^^
^^
^ ^ ^ ^ Causes4com.
polarity of the sinusoidal magnetic flux acting on Hall
OR5 „ and ^
to dnye hafder Sim
m m
effect device 50 there will be provided an appropriate
crease m
d caused b a decrease m ,oad {o/
wi,,
sinusoidal input to differential amplifier 70 to cause it cause com ators u and 24a to reduce ^ out te
to prov.de the correct polarity for a desired direction fa ^ fasmon rQtor 22 B maintained at a constant
of rotation of motor 18.
40 speed
When the output voltage of speed sensor 20 is lower
As previously observed a purpose of this invention is
than the reference voltage of source 40 comparator 24
to enable speed contro, to be mamtained desplte the
will be in a full positive state, causing Hall effect device
fallure of substantial pon.ons of the system To accom50 to be fed constant excitation or input current. The
plish Ms
It was deterrnlned that some means must be
resultant output of Hall effect device 50 is a constant 45 provided to reduce speed other than simp]y by cutting
amplitude sinusoid It will be assumed that the peak
off power, in the event that an excessive demand signal
value of this sinusoid voltage represents a peak current
anses m some fashion in the system because of compodemand for each of the windings of approximately 10
nent faji ure This was accomplished in the present sysam
ps
tern by the inclusion of bi-polarity control circuits such
The sinusoidal output voltages of Hall effect devices 50 ^ buffer amplifier 46 and 46a and pulse-width modula50 and SOa are applied to resistors 64 and 66 and 64a
tor go and 80a which enable negative and positive
and 66a of amplifiers 70 and 70a These voltages are
speed errors to be corrected by the application of biamphfied by amplifiers 72 and 72a causing sinusoidal
directional torques Thus for a positive direction of curcurrents to flow in windings 14 and 16. The winding
re nt flow in Hall effect devices 50 and 50a, output sigcurrent is sensed by resistors 76, 78 and 76a, 78a and 55 rials are provided to apply torque in one direction With
is fed back through resistors 72 and 74 and 72a and 74a
a negative direction of current flow in Hall effect dewhere it is subtracted from the voltage applied by the
vices 50 and 50a, output signals are provided to proHall effect devices Hence, the current feedback forces
vide a storage in the opposite direction
the winding current to be exactly at the value comBy then utilizing two such speed controls, one conmanded by the Hall effect device voltage regardless of
trolling power to one winding and the other controlling
changes in winding resistance, counter electromotive
power input to the other winding of a D C motor, proforce, and battery voltage Thus the current is convision is made to compensate for a component failure
trolled so that no surge current occurs at initial turn-on
in either control which tended to produce either an
or when rotor speed and counter E M F are low The 6S over-speed condition or an under-speed condition
peak value of the Hall effect device voltages when negIn creating the capability for correcting overspeed as
atively summed with the feedback voltages in summing
well as underspeed, it was determined that the sensitivcircuit 68 and 68a, whose input and feedback resistors
ity of the overspeed control signal, negative signal, ap-
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plied to Hall effect device SO should be nearly double
the sensitivity of the underspeed, positive signal, applied to Hall effect device SO. In other words, if a maximum "slow down" or negative signal is applied to the
emitters of transistors 42 and 44, a maximum output 5
voltage, substantially the source voltage, of minus 12
volts appears on the emitters of transistors 42 and 44.
If this output were simply permitted to be impressed
through only resistor 51 on Hall effect device 50 the
decelerating torque provided by winding 14 plus the 10
fnctional torque applied by the load would be greater
than the accelerating torque that could be provided by
winding 16 if there is a maximum positive input signal
of 12 volts on the emitters of transistors 42a and 44a
Thus in the event that there occurred a component fail- 15
ure which would create a maximum negative torque in
control systems 10 or 12, the friction torque applied by
the load would aid the decelerating torque and it would
be impossible for the other one, by the application of
its maximum positive torque to compensate for this 20
condition and motor 18 would slow down and stop In
order to prevent just this occurrence and at the same
time to maintain maximum sensitivity to slow down requirements, resistors 52 and S2a which are equal in
value to resistors 51 and 5 la, diodes 54 and 54a, and 25
failure sensitive switches 58 and 58a are included
For example, failure sensitive switch 58 functions to
short out the voltage across Hall effect device 50 in the
event that buffer amplifier 46a output voltage is negative and exceeds 7 volts, the breakdown voltage of 30
Zener diode 62. Gain setting circuit 48 includes a first
current path through resistor 51 to Hall effect device
50 with positive output voltages from buffer amplifier
46 and a second current path of equal impedance
through resistor 52 and diode 54 on the appearance of
a negative output voltage from buffer amplifier 46.
Thus the same magnitude output signal is applied to
Hall effect device 50 with a 6 volt negative output of
buffer amplifier 46 as for a 12 volt positive output
Thus the circuit has a conductance with respect to neg- 40
ative signals of twice that for positive signals. Hence the
amount of decelerating torque for a given negative signal will be twice the accelerating torque for the same
magnitude positive signal. In the event that because of
circuit failure a negative voltage up to approximately 6 45
volts should appear at the output of buffer amplifier 46
or 46a of control system 10 or 12, respectively, the resulting slow down would be sensed by the speed transducer of the other control channel and a full positive
50
12 volt output of the buffer amplifier of that channel
would be applied through the appropriate gain setting
circuit to the appropriate Hall effect device to increase
the forward current in one winding to offset the reverse
current in the other winding
In the event that there is such a component failure
that there appears an undesired negative output of one
of the buffer amplifiers in excess of 7 volts, the appropriate failure sensitive switch is activated by Zener
diode 62 and current limiting resistor 61 and shunts out
the current to the Hall effect device across which it is
connected and the other control channel senses the resulting slow down and increases current to the winding
to which that control channel is connected to maintain
speed Thus, except for a small range of approximately
—6 to —7 volt outputs from a buffer amplifier, the system will correct for other possible abnormal voltages
and maintain proper speed

Similarly, if a component failed in such a manner as
to cause either a partial or full acceleration torque to
be applied by one of the channels, the increase in speed
would be sensed by the speed sensor in the good channel Since the feedback signal is now greater than the
reference signal 40, the output of comparator 24 reverses its output and causes negative current to flow in
Hall effect device 50 and a negative or decelerating
compensating torque to be applied Since the torque
gain in the deceleration mode is twice that for acceleration and since friction aids in the deceleration mode the
output of buffer amplifier 46 never has to go greater
than 6 volts negative to compensate for hard over failures in the positive direction Hence hard over failures
or failures greater than 6 volts in the negative direction
can be sensed by Zener diode 62 and the effect of the
failure eliminated by failure sense switch 60.
From the foregoing it will be appreciated that this invention provides an improved system for the control of
speeds of Hall effect device equipped motors enabling
a degree of certainty and reliability of speed control not
previously available
What is claimed is
1. A motor control system for a Hall effect commutating motor having first and second stationary windings, a permanent magnet rotor, and first and second
Hall effect devices responsive to said rotor for controlling current flow to said windings, compnsing
first and second speed signal generating means, each
compnsing means responsive to the rotation of said
rotor for generating a signal of a magnitude proportional to the speed of said motor,
first and second comparator means, each compnsing
means responsive to the output of a discrete said
speed generating means for generating an output of
a first polarity upon receiving a said signal of
smaller value than a selected reference value and
of an opposite, or second, polarity when said signal
is of greater value than said selected reference
value;
first and second failure sensitive coupling means,
each interconnecting the output of a discrete said
comparator means to a control input of a discrete
said Hall effect device and comprising means responsive to a preselected said value of said last
named output for reducing its level to substantially
zero,
first and second power supplies, said first power supply being responsive to a control output of said first
Hall effect device for powering said first winding
and said second power supply being responsive to
a control output of said second Hall effect device
for powering said second winding,
whereby, said first speed signal generating means,
said first failure sensitive coupling means, said first
Hall effect device and said first power supply comprise a first control channel, and said second speed
signal generating means, said second comparator
means, said second failure sensitive coupling
means, said second Hall effect device and said second power supply comprise a second control channel and in the event of a failure of one of said control channels to provide an output as indicated by
a properly functioning said speed signal generating
means, said other control channel will provide a
corrective output to correct the speed of said rotor.
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2. A motor control system as set forth in Claim 1
wherein a said failure sensitive coupling means comprises
a transistor switch connected across the control input
of said Hall effect device, and
voltage sensitive means responsive to said preselected value of said output from said comparator
means for "triggering on" said transistor switch
and substantially shorting the control input to said
Hall effect device
3. A motor control system as set forth in Claim 2 further comprising a gain setting circuit interconnecting
each said comparator means to each said Hall effect
device and comprising first and second impedance
paths connected in parallel and wherein one of said impedance paths includes a rectifier whereby current flow
between a said comparator means and said Hall effect
device in one direction is substantially greater than current flow in the opposite direction.
4. A motor control system as set forth in Claim 3
wherein said impedance paths have a conductance to
enable substantially identical current flow with an applied one half voltage of a said second, or "decrease
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speed" polarity compared with a first or "increase
speed" polarity signal for "triggering on" said transistor switch
5. A motor control system as set forth in Claim 2 further comprising a buffer circuit interconnecting each of
said comparators to a said gain setting circuit, a said
failure sensitive means and a said Hall effect device
comprising an amplifier including a pair of complementary transistors, the base input terminals of which are
connected together and the emitter output terminals of
which are connected together
6. A motor control system as set forth in Claim 5
wherein
each said speed signal generating means is an alternating current generator, and
the system further comprises an input circuit interconnecting said speed signal generating means of a
said comparator means comprises an adjustable resistor, a rectifier, and a smoothing filter,
whereby a selectively attenuated direct current is
provided as said input signal to a said comparator
means
* * * * *

